THE ALLIANCE FOR INNOVATION ON MATERNAL HEALTH (AIM)

WHAT IS AIM?
AIM is an open access collaborative program dedicated to saving women's lives. AIM provides hospitals and states with the tools and support they need to prepare for and respond to obstetric emergencies.

AIM-SUPPORTED PATIENT SAFETY BUNDLES
- Maternal VTE Prevention
- Postpartum Care Basics for Maternal Safety (First 6 Weeks)
- Postpartum Care Basics for Maternal Safety Transition from Maternity to Well-Woman Care
- Obstetric Care for Women with Opioid Use Disorder
- Obstetric Hemorrhage
- Reduction of Peripartum Racial/Ethnic Disparities
- Safe Reduction of Primary Cesarean Birth
- Support After a Severe Maternal Event
- Severe Hypertension in Pregnancy
- Severe Maternal Morbidity Review

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF AIM
1. Created a multidisciplinary and interagency collaboration among states, hospitals, and health systems.
2. Developed harmonized, data-driven, continuous quality improvement processes.
3. Streamlined bundle implementation utilizing evidence-based resources.
4. Provided intensive technical assistance, education, and training across states, hospitals, and health systems.

Half of maternal deaths are preventable. Save lives by teaming up with AIM.
HOW DOES AIM WORK?

AIM PROVIDES IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT AND DATA TRACKING FOR OPEN ACCESS PATIENT SAFETY BUNDLES AND TOOLS. ENROLLMENT IS BASED ON VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION AND HAS A ROLLING ONBOARDING PROCESS.

CONNECT WITH YOUR STATE OR HOSPITAL SYSTEM COORDINATOR

COMPLETE A SHORT MATERNAL SAFETY NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY

LEARN ABOUT AIM-SUPPORTED PATIENT SAFETY BUNDLES AND TOOLS THAT FIT YOUR NEEDS

RECEIVE BUNDLE IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT THROUGH TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND A VIBRANT ONLINE COMMUNITY

TRACK AND BENCHMARK YOUR PROGRESS THROUGH THE AIM DATA CENTER

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT AIM, PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT: HTTP://SAFEHEALTHCAREFOREVERYWOMAN.ORG/AIM-PROGRAM/

AIM IS FUNDED BY GRANT #UC4MC28042 THROUGH A COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH THE MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH BUREAU (MCHB) AND HEALTH RESOURCES & SERVICES ADMINISTRATION (HRSA).